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OPERATIONAL ANAL YSIS

WAR IN ALL OF EUROPE
An Aggressive German Plan for. Victory
by James A. Christiansen
I do seem to get m ore German pla ns fo r War in

EUrope th an anything else, so pe rhaps what I sa id
about the attraction of vill ains Ipage nine! holds in
th is game, too_ I showed t his piece to T, Wa lczy k
la worker in this vineyard of games] and he gave a
hearty sh rug of approval He did mention that
some of the mo re extreme aspects of th e app roach
wou ld be u nderm ined by soon-to-be pub lish ed
revisions - but u ni il then la number of monthsl
you can indu lge you rse lf.
- RA S

There appear to be three main lines
which the German player can follow in pursuing his chain of conquests during the firs t
three years of the war. First is the historical
plan, in which the German player attacks
those countries he actually attacked during
the war with, no doubt, a few small improvements in timing and a better force distribution. This historical plan is a very interesting
undertaking, and no doubt every German
player trie-s it at least once, both to see how
the war itself worked, and to see how the war
would have come out had Hitler avoided a
few of his most obvious mistakes. The problem with this plan is that the outcome of the
game is usually as historical as the plan. The
Germans will surrender during the last few
months of the war. The Western Allies and
especiaLly the Soviets will manage to avoid
their own more obvious mistakes, negating
the effects of the innovations made by the
German player.
The second main line of approach is the
limited objectives plan presented by Steve
List in his article in MO VES 33. In this plan
the German attacks only those countries he
knows he can easily conquer and have some
chance of defending well. In particular, the
German does nothing to bring Russia into
the war, This plan avoids the easiest and
most serious German mistake, the throwing
away of numerous German divisions in a
fruitless invasion of Russia. Unfortunately,
the plan also throws away any chance of a
decisive German victory. Even a substantive
victory is unlikely. Playing for a marginal
victory is a very good idea if one's opponents
are better players, but if the German player is
the equal or the better of his opponents (or
thinks he is), he may wish to go for broke and
play for a decisive victory while minimizing
his chances of loss. If he wants to play this
way, he will need another plan.

An Aggressive German Strategy
For this reason I am presenting a third
plan which I shall call the Aggressive German

Plan. Using it, the competent German player
has an excellent chance for a decisive victory
if either of his opponents slips up. If all three
players play well, the German still has an excellent chance of winning some sort of victory, but he is not taking an excessive risk of
losing,
The Aggressive German Plan has one
main identifying characteristic, In it, the
German player invades and conquers Turkey
before he invades the Soviet Union. Within
this criterion there are two main variations to
the plan. In the first variation, the German
player invades Greece and Turkey in the
summer of 1941 through the western borderlands and the Caucasus. In the second variation the German invades Greece and Turkey
in the summer of 1941 and the Soviet Union
in 1942.
The agg ressive German player would
prefer the earlier invasion schedule with its
greater chance of defeating Russia, but he is
no t usually able to pull this off unless a
decisive conquest of France is completed by
the 14th or 16th turn of the summer of 1940.
If France lasts longer than this, the second
variation must be used. Thus, the first problem the German player must face is the conquest of Turkey at the end of the summer. To
do this, the German player must work carefully from the very beginning of the game.

The Early Campaigns
Before invading Greece and Turkey, the
German player must conquer Yugoslavia.
Since the German army will be busy invading
France during the early summer of 1940, the
best time for the Yugoslavian campaign is in
the fall of 1939, at the same time as, and immediately following, the Polish campaign. It
is possible for the German player, using the
Polish invasion plan which will follow, to
detach eight to 12 infantry divisions and one
RR repair unit from the units invading Poland on the first turn of the game and send
them to the Yugoslavian border. On the second and third turns, up to eight mechanized
and armored divisions may be detached. On
the third turn, Warsaw will fall and the infantry divisions should enter Yugoslavia. On
turn five, any units adjacent to Belgrade
should be destroyed, and on turn six, Belgrade itself should be taken. On turn seven
the mud comes, and the German army can
spend the winter repairing railroads, fighting
partisans, and preparing for the French campaign, Note that if the Yugoslavs actually defend Belgrade with the bulk of their army,
rather than retreating it into the mountains,
the campaign in Yugo~lavia may last an extra

six to eight turns due to the intervention of
the mud. However, most Yugoslav players
will prefer to retreat into the mountains in
order to gain a few more partisans later.
Some players, no doubt, are wondering
how Poland can be conquered in three turns,
especially with significant German forces being redirected to Yugoslavia. The following
plan for the invasion of Poland will assure
the fall of Warsaw on turn 3 and allow the
aforementioned redirection of forces with
few or no German losses.

I"~ II 'it Ih~ II"~ I

Inducing the Polish Debacle

The easiest way for the Germans to capture Warsaw on turn three is by assuring that
no more than the minimum of Polish forces
reach Warsaw by that time . The German
player begins by putting four to six Air
Points on Air Superiority missions on turn
one, and the rest (14-16) on Air-Ground Support. The exact number assigned to each mission will vary depending on which, if any, of
the optional air interdiction hexes will be interdicted on turn one. Then the German
player will make the following moves during
his initial movement phase oftu rn one:
Units
2x 8-8

From
C5416

I x 10-8, C5416
1 x 8-8
I x 10-8 C5215
1 x 10-8,
1 x8-8 C5622
I x 3-8 (;5523
1 x 3-8 C5425
2 X 6-5 anywhere
4x6-5 .anywhere
2x6-5 anywhere
1 x8-8 C5624
1 x 10-8 C5525
1 x 10-8,
1 x8-8 C5628
1 x 6-5 C5829
1 x 6-5 C5830
I x 10-8 G0718
1 x 6-5 G0818

To
C5618, overrunning C5618
C5619
C5519
C5619
C5518
C5622
C5618
C5620
C5621
C5623
C5623
C5728
C5828
C5828
G0819 overrunning G0819

At the end of the Initial Movement
Phase , two 6-5s should be on each of the
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following hexes: C5425, C5427, and C5525
(move-s to these hexesare ,not covered on the
above list of moves). Other 6-55 should move
forward to cover the Polish lines and to attack 1-3s and other vulnerable units, such as
the 4-405 at C5527. At least six 6-5s should
move by RR to Yugoslavia, while seven more
can move to railroads or to Baltic ports. One
6-5 should go t o hex C5426 and one to the
Yugoslav border.
Next , the Germans must make the
fo llowing attacks in the follow ing order. I
have not listed each German unit involved in
each attack, but only specified which Polish
units are t o be attacked and at what odds. An
AP after the odds listing significes that the
attack is to proceed with air support. An OS
after the Polish uni t signifies that the Polish
unit will a t that point in the turn be out of
supply. I have alsc5listed which German units
should advance after combat.
Polish

Unit
Attacked

In Hex

Odds

Advance

C5826
12-1
1 x 6-5
1-6
2-4
12-1
2x6-5
C5526
12-1
C5728
none
2-40S
1-3
12-1
2x6-5
C5724
12-1AP 2x6-5
\-3
C5722
12-1
none
4-40S
C5723
ll - IAP
none*
4-4
C5719
11 - IAP
4-4
C5720
none"
12-1
1 x 6-5
C60 15
\-3
1-3
12-1
1 x 6-5
G0418
2-4
12-1
1 x 6-5
G0920
1-3
12-1
1 x 6-5
01119
+If either of these two battlegroups retreats
the units which are to overrun it in the next
phase should follow, where possible.
The German player should also attack the
4-40S on C5527.
Next, the German should make the
following moves during his mechanized
movement phase:
From
To
Units
C5618
C5719*t
2x8-8
1 X 10-8,
C5720*t
1 x 3-8
C5519
1 X 10-8
G0320
C5619
1 x 10-8
C5619
C5920
1 x 8-8
C5619
G0118
1 x 10-8
1 x 3-8
C5723§
C5622
1 x 10-8
01024
C5623
C5622
C5825
1 x 8-8
1 x 8-8
C5623
C6026
1 x 8-8
C5729
GOl27t t
1 x 10-8
G0326
C5729
1 X 10-8
00819
G0620
*If either of both of the 1-4BGs have
retreted, the same units should overrun them
wherever they are.
t overrunning C5719
toverrunning C5720
§overrunning C5723, then continue moving

points are well worth the cost of the one or
these two units as follows: 1 X 10-8 to C6023;
two divisions garrisoning Denmark, par1 x 3-8 to C5822.
ticularly
since Denmark is out of Allied air
ttor possibly to C6028
range from England and is not likely to be inThe German player risks an attack on
vaded by Allied forces until t he rest of the
the 10-8 at G0620, which could be put out of
German front in the Wes t is collapsing. At
supply, but the attack would have only a YJ
that point a neutral Denmark could be invadchance of success, and the benefits of this
ed by the Allied player just as easily as an ocplacement are, in my opinion, greater than
cupied Denmark could, presuming there was
the dangers . No other German unit is in
something the Allies could gain from such an
significant danger (unless the 8-8 sent to
operation.
G0127 is sent to C6028 instead).
The other possible victim of German atFinally, the German player should place
air interdiction markers in the fo llowing hex.- . tention is Norway; however, Germany's actions in Norway are very much determined
es: G042 I ,G0522, G0523, G0622, and G0824
by
those of the Allies . The only point in into prevent movement into Warsaw from the
vading Norway is to keep the Allies shut out.
South, and to prevent RR movement into
If the Germans do decide to invade Norway,
Warsaw; G0221 , G0222, 00322, 00323,
they should land one 6-5 each in Trondheim
00422, and 00423 to prevent movement into
and
Narvik, and one or more divisions in
Warsaw from the Southwest; additional opOslo. Two or more 2-5s should be airdroptional air interdiction markers may be placed
ped on Bergen and Stavanger. The 6-5s landon the following hexes: G6021, G6022, and
ing in Trondheim and Narvik will be reduced
G0525 to further hinder Polish movement.
to 1-5s, and two Transport points will be lost,
The German player should decide before the
but the 6-5s can be rebui lt the very next turn
turn begins whether he wishes to use these
with IR's since t hey can be supplied via
addit ional markers. If not used, the air
Swedish rail lines (Case 73.4). The German
points involved may be placed on Air
can take care of the Norwegian 3-4 in the
Superiority missions.
no n h by sending four or more 6-5s through
By the end of his second turn, the GerOulu to the north end of Finland after the
man player must have at least one uni t adjaWinter War begins . If the Norwegian invacent to Wars-aw, while each of the hexes adjasion can be deJayed until these 6-5s are in
cent to Warsaw must be in a German zone of
position, they may attack and destroy the 3-4
control. By this means, even Polish units adon the first turn of the invasion.
jacent to Warsaw will not be able to move inIf t he invasion occurs before 112/40, it
to Warsaw on the second turn. The 1-6 which
will be more costly, for no 2-5s will be
starts the game in Warsaw and the 2-4 which
available. If the Allies beat the Germans into
starts the game adjacent will be the only units
Norway, the Germans may have no recourse
in Warsaw. The 3-5 in southern Poland must
but to invade Sweden in the winter of 1940-1
be watched, but unless the German player is
or 1941 -2, moving through Norway and
very clumsy, it will not reach Warsaw in
Finland toward Stockholm and the Swedish
t ime. On the second turn, the German must
ore fields, planning to attack the Allies in
clear several hex.es adjacent to Warsaw of
Narvik from the Swedish rail line. This evenPolish units and bring approximately six
tuality is not without its advantages for the
divisions forward so that the three points in
Germans, however. With the Swedish ore
Warsaw may be attacked at 12-1 on turn
fields in German hands, the ALlies cannot put
three. Many units needed in the firs t turn of
them out of action simply by taking Paris
the invasion are not needed for the attack on
(73.4). They will have t o bomb them, or the
Warsaw. These units may be sent to
Soviets wilJ have to capture them. Either
Yugoslavia, while infantry and one or two
endeavor
will be expensive .
mechanized units may be left to cover the
There are more contingencie-s involved
Polish units near the various borders.
in the Norwegian situation, but there is no
Other Early Campaigns
point in'discussing them further here. If the
Allies show no sign of invading Norway, or if
At this point, an aside is appropriate on
the Germans invade it early and successfully,
the other possible activities of the German
the only problem will be to maintain a gararmy before the invasion of France. Unlike
rison. After Norway, Germany's attention
Mr. List, I think the Germans should invade
should
turn t o France. For the German using
Denmark. The operation can take place durthe aggressive plan, the outcome of the entire
ing the first two turns of the game and needs
game will tum on the success or failure of the
only two infantry divis ions. The Polish and
French campaign.
Yugoslavian operations will not be hindered.
On the first' turn of the game, one division
The Germans Invade France
should be moved to a Baltic port, possibly in
East Prussia, and a second should be moved
The Oerman has two plans to choose
by RR to the Danish border. On the second
from while invading France: He may concenturri., the unit in the Baltic port will move by
trate his attack north of the Maginot Line
sea into Copenhagen while the one on the
and aim fo r Paris, or he may attack the
border will move into Esbjaerg (B4833),
Maginot Line itself in an attempt to widen
preventing any Allied response. Thus, beginand weaken the French line. In either case, he
ning on the first production cycle, the Gershould surround the Belgian army on the
mans will be able to loot Copenhagen, acfirst move, take Rotterdam, Brussels and
Antwerp, and, if feasible, attack t he Anglocumulating a total of 43 production points
French line in the Ardennes. At this point it is
from looting by cycle 13/42. I thi nk these
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very important to the results of the whole
game to consider which, if any, of the special
historical rules (40..42-44 and 40.-46) should
be used. It is my thinking that the special first
turn rules (40..44), like the similar rules dealing with the invasion of Russia (63.5\),
should be used . The German pre-invasion
turn (40..42) is not very useful to anyone
unless the Allies are forced to march their army into Belgium and leave the hinge of their
line near the Ardennes very weak. No sane
Allied player will agree to this, since it will
result, as it did historically, in a six week
rout. The Commonwealth political restrictions (40..46), unlike the forced move, are a
rul.e the Allied player may agree to. (I think
the Commonwealth political restrictions rule
and the historical restrictions on the building
of SS units (77 .6c) should be linked together
- either both should be used or neither. If
one rule is used without the other, not only
will the game be unbalanced a bit, but also
the situation will be a bit unfair. If one side's
historical restrictions are used, the other
side's his torical restrictions should be also.)
If the Allied player does agree to the
historical restrictions, the German player
should attack the Maginot Line at hexes
C2912 and C3115, using airborne and armored units, on the very first turn of the invasion, at the highest possible odds. On subsequent turns pressure on the six northernmost hexes of the Maginot Line should be
kept up until they are all destroyed. With the
French line effectively widened by six hexes
and the British unable to move more than
four hexes from the sea, the Germans should
have no trouble crossing the river line behind
Nancy (C2713 to Belfort) before the French
can fortify. From there the Germans will very
likely reach Paris and cause the French to
surrender by the 16th turn of the summer,
giving the Germans the option of invading
Russia from both the west and south in 1941.
Should the Germans invade Russia in 1941
under these circumstances, his lines will be
stretched very thin both during the summer
of 1941 and during the following winter. On
the Russian front, however, he will be able to
capture and hold several of the Soviet
Resource Centers, as well as several of the
Personnel Centers in We-stern Russia. The
Soviets will be seriously weakened by the additional loss of Arms Points caused by the
loss of the oil centers. The Germans, with the
additional power of their airborne uni ts, and
in 1942 the 13-8s, will be in an excellent position to finish the Soviets off after two or
three summers. If Russia does survive, she
will be a year or more behind in her production schedule, and the Germans will be in a
much better position to hold onto their gains
until the end of the war.
In the Near East, presuming a 1941 invasion of Russia, the Germans wi ll be threatened by flank attacks through the Levant to
Turkey. The Germans can try to drive the
British to Suez during the winter of 1940.-41,
thus alienating Vichy France, or they could
set up defensive positions in southern Turkey
and wait for the British to strike. If the
British have not lost many units in France ,

the German player may do well to wait until
1942 to invade Russia, for he will not have
enough units to guard his flank against the
British until then. On the other hand, if the
Allied player did not play well in France, the
German player may want to take the larger
risk of attacking Russia in 1941, counting on
a certain amount of Allied incompetence to
pn~tect him on the Near Eas tern front. If the
German player is not sure he can outmaneuver the Allied player, he will be better off
waiting until 1942 to invade Russia .
The German player may not have the
option of invading Russia through Turkey in
\941, however. Given that the Commonwealth Political Restrictions are a significant
advantage to the German player, the Allied
player may not agree to follow them, meaning that the German pll3.yer may have to deal
with a more intelligent Allied defense. Under
these circumstances, a German invasion of
Turkey in the late summer of 1940 is rather
unlikely.
The best French defense will follow
th ree principles. First, and mos t important,
the Maginot Line will be made impregnable
to any assaults, including those involving airborne units. Since Maginot hexes may ignore
DR results, even when airborne units are involved (30., 13,30..16, plus I wrote in a game
question for clarification of ambiguities),
and since sufficient British and French units
can be stacked on the line to make any 4-1 attack impossible, the Maginot hexes can be
made impregnable quite easily. Second, the
French must maintain a double line, with
three combat points (four if the Germans
have 13-8s) on each hex in the second line.
T he second line prevents the Germans from
taking several hexes for the price of one,
either by moving into the second hex during
the Mechanized Movement P hase, or by
dropping paratroops on the second hex while
making a paratroop supported attack on an
adjacent froilt-line hex (the paratroop support insures that the front line hex will be
vacated (8.24), so that the paratroops landing behind the lines will not be left isolated
and destroyed). The French player must be
quite dextrous in handling his units to maintain a double line in the face of a determined
German attack, but it is possible as long as
the German does not have substantial air
superiority (an unlikely event, since the German player cannot use more than half his
production points for air units). Third, the
French will, when sufficient pressure is
brought to bear, abandon exposed positions,
such as the territory northeas t of the Sornme,
in favor of the numerous river lines. Overall,
the French will try to maintain enough defensive integrity to be able to fortify on river
lines all across France on the eleventh turn.
Unfortunately for the Germans, a fortified
French, or worse, French-British position
behind a river is nearly impregnable.

To counter the French-British defense in
the abse nce of the British Political Restrictions, the German may find it necessary to ig-

nore optional Case 77. 6c and build 13-8s for
the French campaign. As I have noted above,
I do think that this rule should be ignored if
the Commonwealth Political Restrictions are
no t used . Without the 13-8s, it is too easy for
the Allies to make the Maginot hexes impregnable and to maintain a double line. The
presence of 13-85 not only forces the Allies to
put additional uni ts on the Maginot Line, but
also to keep four or more combat points on
each hex of the second line. Under these circumstances, the Germans should attack the
Maginot Line whenever possible, aiming
their offensive for hex C2714. Hopefully, the
latter hex will be reached before the French
fortify, so that the Germans can proceed
west and north toward Paris during the late
summer, lengthening the French lines aU the
while. Another line for the Germans to advance on is directly west from Brussels, hoping to reach the area near Rouen before the
French fortify. From Rouen the Germans
can also strike at Paris. The Germans should
attac k on both lines so that the Allies don't
know which to cover. If, despite all of Germany's efforts, the French do manage to fortify on a river li ne, a World War I style
stalemate may develop with the French campaign las ting through the winter into 1941 . If
this happens, the German player may have to
admit that he has met his match and abandon
the Aggressive P lan. The remainder of this
article does not deal with that contingency,
but some form of the limited objectives plan
should be adopted .

Miscellaneous Problems Relevant to
to the French Campaign
Before beginning the French campaign,
the players should decide whether the French
will be permitted to fortify on the tent h game
turn of the invasion (4/7/40.) or on the tenth
game turn after the invasion (118/40). My
own interpretation is that the latter interpretation of the rules should be followed.
The players should also note that stacking
limitations apply at the end of each phase
(lo..o.), and not just at the end of the turn, as
Steven List suggests in h is discussion of ways
to invade Malta by air on page 6 of MO YES
33. Neither is there any reason why airborne
units should be halved while making an air
assault as Mr. List suggests in the same
discussion. Case 14.14 states that such units
are au tomatically in supply during the first
Combat Phase, and I can think of no other
reason why their attack strength would be
halved.
The German player must also be ready
to deal with a few possible unusual actions by
the Allied player. The effects of an Allied invasion of Norway have already been discussed , but also dangerous is the possibility that
the British will leave a large garrison in
France after the collapse of the French line.
Sixteen to 20. full strength Commonwealth
divisions could hold onto the Brittany peninsula, fo r instance, for quite some time,
though the Germans can still force a French
surrender by taking both Bordeaux and
Paris. The Allied player, faced with a possible campaign in North Africa, and with like-
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ly German air superiority over the Channel,
wilJ usually abandon France as soon as it is
reasonably certain that France will fall, but if
he doesn't, the German will have to decide
how hard to push to remove him from the
continent. Germany will not gain the 10
political points for occupying France until
the British are gone, and the Balkan countries will not join the Axis until the Germans
get those 10 points, but if too much delay is
involved, the Germans may be better off
leaving a garrison.
An aggressive Allied player may also
decide to invade the Low Countries before
3! Si 40 in order to delay the German conquest of France by setting up a strong defensive line along a river. The German player
may have no choice but to attack fron tally,
but in this case particularly he will do well to
concentrate most of his offensive against the
Maginot Line.

Other Campaigns Before Barbarossa
Next after France, the German following the Aggressive Plan will have to deal with
Greece and Turkey. In Greece the main problem is the terrain. Halo-German air
superiority should be used to prevent Commonwealth uni ts from entering the battle,
either on the mainland or on Crete. The Germans must attack Greece in order to obtain
the two hexes of the Istanbul-Berlin railroad
which pass through the northeastern corner
of Greece, but to secure these two hexes the
Germans must march on Athens .
The Greeks will usually set up a strong
line in the mountains and behind the river
four or five hexes north of Athens. This line
must simply be outflanked and forced back
until it can be destroyed. German airborne
units, dropping around and behind the line,
may hurry the process, and may even sneak
into Athens if it is left unguarded.
Crete can and should be taken. The
operation should be without cost, and it will
delay the eventual Allied fe-invasion. If the
Axis air force has been used properly, blocking any move by sea from Rhodes into Crete
(presuming, of course, that the players consider Rhodes to be in supply, and thus able to
support air units), there should be no more
than two units, both Greek, on Crete. Since
these two units cannot cover all three of
Crete's ports, an Axis move by air and sea into Crete will be simple. No more than four or
five divisions will be needed to secure the
island, and no more than three Italian units
should be left as a garrison.
In Turkey, unlike Greece, brute force
alone will not lead to a successful invasion. A
crossing of the Bosporus must be made during the second or third turn of the invasion,
or the Turks will be able to move enough
units to HOS29 to keep the Germans out of
Asia permanently. On the first turn of the invasion of Turkey, the Germans should move
four 1O-8s from Bulgaria to both of the
following hexes H022S and H0325. Other
1O-8s should move up to the Turkish line to
attack on the second turn when better odds
are possible. One 2-S should be air assaulted
onto hex D5728 to prevent any moves by sea

into Istanbul, and another should be sent to
hex H0327 to block retreats to that hex . The
Turkish units on H0326 are attacked and
either eliminated or retreated to hex H0226.

If the Germans are able to invade Russia
in 1941, i.e., if both France and Turkey fall
in 1940, they may be able to conquer the
Soviet Union by the end of 1942. The Russians will not have enough men on hand to
withstand the production losses in the
Caucasus, or to take much advantage of the
thinned German lines during the first winter.
As many 1O-8s as possible are then advanced
They will be hard pressed to prevent German
to hexes H0327 and H0326. Sufficient air
moves across the Caucasus to Grozny during
points must be used for air interdiction to
the first summer. The loss of all five resource
prevent any Turkish units from moving up to
centers during the first summer would be
the Bosporus. During the following Allied!
Soviet Movement Phase, the Allied/Soviet · catastrophic, but to maintain their hold on
player will probably move the 2(5)1 in Istan- the resource centers the Soviets will have to
accept larger than average losses in the West.
bul to hex H0529, while moving other
The Germans can increase Russian losses in
Turkish units as close to that hex as possible.
the West by dropping parachu te units behind
On the next turn, three German 1O-8s from
Russian lines, particularly during the first
H0327 will be able to move into Istanbul to
attack across the Bosporus. Since three 1O-8s turn, and by making an amphibious assault .
on the Baltic coast during the first turn.
will produce only 3-1 odds, the German
player may wish to use three 2-55 on hex Talinin can be taken on the third or fourth
turn if an amphibious supplyhead is
HOS29 to assure a successful crossing . Two
other alternatives are available . If the Ger- available. Ten turns later a RR repair unit
man has 13-8s available, he may use them in- can be moved in by sea, so that rail repair will
stead of 1O-8s to raise the odds . Then only proceed more quickly than usual in the
one 2-S will be necessary to reach 4-1 odds. In north .
If the Soviet Union is invaded in 1942, a
their absence, the German may have to risk
Russian collapse is not so likely, but the
the 3-1 odds, but in that case he should use
Soviets will still have to give up much of
enough air interdiction markers, placed far
western Russia, besides losing one or two of
enough b~ck from the Bosporus on the first
their Resource Centers. If the Russian player
turn, to prevent any Turkish units from
reaching the Bosporus until the third turn of slips up in the Caucasus he may still lose. If
not, he will survive, but his recovery will be
the invasion. Delaying the Turks the extra
about one year slower than it was historicalturn demands a lot of careful counting and a
lot of spare air points. It is easier to use air- ly. If the German player is a slightly better
player than the Russian, his greater skill may
borne units and! or 13-85 when they are
have an effect in the widened fronts producavailable.
ed by the aggressive plan. Even if the two
Meanwhile the Germans should liplayers
are evenly matched, the Russian will
quidate the Turkish divisions bypassed in
find it hard to deal with the German 13-85
Europe while they are crossing the Bosporus .
and 2-5s, with their ability to move behind
Once they reach Asian Turkey the Germans
the lines and take several hexes in one turn .
will be able to outflank any line the Turks
The Soviet player's problems are multiplied
can set up, even if the Allies or the Soviets are
in this situation by the opening of the
helping the Turks . If enough clear weather is
T
urkish flank, thus he is in greater danger of
left, the Germans will overrun all of Turkey
elimination .
in a few weeks. If they invade at the end of
summer (they have to start the invasion durOther Aspects of the
ing clear weather, otherwise it won't work)
German Player's Situation
the campaign may drag on much longer, but
As mentioned earlier in this article, the
the conclusion will be obvious quite early. By
German
Player does take a risk by moving inthe next summer the Turkish road to the
to Turkey. He exposes a long flank to the
Caucasus will be open.
British player operating out of Palestine. The
Germans may have to accept British inroads
The Invasion of the Soviet Union
on their position in Turkey, if the British
While the German player is following
choose to attack, while concentrating the
the aggressive plan, the invasion of the Soviet
bulk of their forces on the battle in Russia.
Union may begin under several different cirDuring lulls in the Russian fighting, units
cumstances. The Soviet army may be
may be transferred to Turkey to push the
relatively weaker (1941) or stronger (1942),
British back .
and the Soviets may initiate hostilities by
If the German player has enough time
moving into Turkey, Rumania and Wes tern
and units, he may wish to try to drive the
Poland, or they may wait for the Germans to
British out of Egypt by making a two-pronged attack from Libya and Turkey. I do no t
strike. It is unlikely that the Soviets will begin
limited war, but if they do the Germans
recommend this course of action. It uses up
too many units and is not likely to succeed
should push carefully into the Caucasus and
Western Russia, taking Kiev and Minsk, but
unless the British army has been tremendousno other personnel centers. They need not
ly weakened in France. A strong British line
start total war until they have all five
along the canal can be breached only by luck,
while a sustained offensive along the narrow
Resource centers in their hands and they are
at the gates of Leningrad, Moscow, and
neck of land between the Qatarra Depression
Rostov.
and the Sea with the ten German divisions
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allowed in Africa (32.68) will be enormously
time consuming and expensive if the British
defend the gap with strong forces.
Since Libya is useful only as a springboard to Egypt, it has no value if the Germans are not going to commit themselves to
taking Egypt. No German units should be
wasted there. Italian units should be used for
garrison duty throughout Europe, but particularly in the Balkans, freeing German
units for duty in Turkey and Russia. The
Axis may depend on its airforce to prevent
amphibious invasions of Europe, usually
through the summer of 1942, but once air
superiority is lost, German units will have to
return to the West.
Returning to the problem of British
threats to Turkey, the German player must
be aware of the peculiar position of the Levant states. The Axis may not invade them
without causing Vichy France to join the
Allies. After 2/3/41, however, the Allies may
freely invade the Levant without penalty.
Thus, it is not likely the Allies will invade the
Levant before 2/3/41, but after that time the
Axis must be prepared for an Allied thrust at
any time, and probably it will come at the
worst possible time. The Germans must have
sufficient reserves available to prevent the
Allies from reaching the railroad at Keyseri
or elsewhere, but the territory favors the
defense, and the British will not have a large
number of units. The Gennan priority must
remain the conquest of Russia. Once the
Allies invade the Levant, the Germans can
try to drive them back to Suez if the Russian
campaign is going well. The canal can be an
excellent defensive line for the Germans ~s
well as the Bri tish.
If the German player does not think he
can handle British threats to his position in
Turkey, he should not use the Aggressive
Plan. On the other hand, if he can handle
such threats, the Aggressive Plan will give
him a better chance of winning some sort of
victory than any other plan I've seen.

German Defense in the Later Game
If the Soviets surrender, the German
player's problems will be over. In the absence
of that happy event, the Gennan player will
have to worry about defending his conquests. If the German has used the Aggressive Plan, the Russian recovery will be
slowed, meaning tha t the Soviets will not be a
serious offensive threat until late 1943 or
1944. The Germans should not make the
mistake of continuing their offensive once
the Russians have built enough units to avoid
surrender. Any units lost after Russian survival is assured will be lost in vain. Likewise,
once Russian survival is assured, the Germans will have no reason to hold on to the
Caucasus, and they may wish to retreat into
Turkey proper in order to shorten their lines.
In the West, the Allies may break German air superiority during the winter of
1942-43, meaning that the German player
will have to leave divisions in the west to deal
with amphibious landings. With battles going on all over Russia, and with the Allies, by
the summer of 1943, threatening amphibious

landings everywhere, the German units will
be spread thin, but neither the Soviets nor the
Western Allies will have enough spare units
to exploit Germany's position during the
summer of 1943.
During the summer of 1944 both the
Soviets and the Western Allies will be able to
mount serious offensive threats, but the Germans will be considerably stronger than they
were historically in 1944. In the East, the
Germans may wish to retreat slowly to
reduce their losses, but if possible they
should not retreat out of the severe weather
area in Russia until the snow turns. Even iF"
the Germans must lose many divisions during
the fall mud turns, they should keep the
Soviets out of the moderate weather area until the snow falls. By this means the Soviets
will be hamstrung for the entire winter, since
neither their rail repair units nor their mobile
supply units will be able to move out of the
severe weather area during snow. At worst,
the Germans should be able to weather the
spring and summer 1945 attacks and emerge
wi th a marginal victory in the East.
Preserving a victory in the West, in the
absence of a Soviet surrender, may be a more
difficult matter. Once the Allies break Axis
air superiority and move into Tunisia, they
will probably want to move directly on to
Sardinia, Sicily, and mainland Italy.' Since
Italy must usually remain an active Axis partner to the end for the Germans to win some
sort of victory, defending Italy is an important matter. The Axis should defend Italy by
distracting the Allies in Turkey and the Near
East, by using as much of the Italian army as
possible to defend Sicily and Sardinia (none
of it should be left to mainland Italy to surrender), and by putting strong German
force·s in and near Messina, where they can
defend in supply (sea supply through the port
of Messina) even if the Allies control much of
mainland Italy. The Axis should fortify the
entire coast of Sicily and occupy the fortifications with 6-5s before the Allies gain air
superiority. If they don't have the time or the
units for that, they should at least fortify the
area around Messina, and especially Messina
itself. The Allies do not have enough replacement points to absorb heavy losses, so eventually their drive on Messina may peter out as
they turn their attention elsewhere.
The German should also have strong
forces in France by the summer of 1943. He
can, and often should, have occupied fortifications all the way along the coast from
WiIhelmshaven to Le Havre, with more units
covering the coast west of Le Havre. When
the Allies land, they mus t be cordoned off to
preserve an Axis victory.
Meanwhile, the Allies may move
through Crete to Greece as a threat to Ploesti
and Istanbul. If they do, the Germans will
prob;J.bly have to abandon the Caucasus .
That retreat should begin promptly for it is a
long one. [t is not worth lhirty or more divi sions to keep the Caucasus oil fields for one
or two turns longer. The units withdrawn
from the Caucasus can be used to keep the
Allies from expanding their bridgeheads in
the Balkans. A strong force in Istanbul

should keep the Soviets out" of the Balkans
for some time.
While the German player will have to
deal with the possibility of Allied threats
from many directions, he should remember
that the Allied player will not be capable of
sustaining more than one strong offensive, or
perhaps two weak ones. If the Germans have
not thrown away a great number of men in
Russia, they should be able to handle all of
the Allied threats.

~
~

Defending Germany ... If the Plan Fails
If the German player does lose too many
units and the other players do take advantage
of all their opportunities, the German player
will have to worry about preventing his own
defeat. The main line of German resistance
in the eventuality should begin with the
coastal fortifications from Wilhelms haven to
Le Havre,. and extend along the river lines
from Le Havre through Paris to Belfort. On
the other side of Switzerland it should extend
through the Italian Alps to the Balkans, and
follow river lines through the Balkans and
Poland to the Baltic Sea, making liberal use
of fortifications. Remember, since fortifications are "markers" and not "points" or
"units," the Germans may make as many of
them as they want. They are not limited by
the counter mix (see Case 61.11) . Under the
worst circumstances, a competent German
player should not have to retreat into these
positions until the end of the summer of
1944. The Germans should then hold onto
Paris wi th everything they have in order' to
prevent economic collapse. The Swedish
resource centers are the only Axis resource
centers which the Allies cannot bomb. Thus,
they are the German player's most important
insurance against collapse. According to
Case 73.4, the Germans cannot use the
Swedish centers until 111/43 if they lose
Paris. Thus, Paris must be held. With their
economy functioning and the Soviets weakened, the Germans should be able to hold out
in these lines until the end ofthe war.

The Strategic War
No discussion of War in Europe would
be complete without a few words on production, the strategic air war, and the V- boat
war. I will begin with production.
During the first ten or eleven cycles, all
German production should be geared toward
the battle in France. At least nine 2-5s and
about 12 ATPs will be needed on 3/5/40.
One or two more ATPs may be built to
become available during the summer of 1940,
for substantial losses in ATPs are possible.
However, numerous Air Points will also have
to be built, since German air superiority can
be quite tenuous during the summer of 1940.
I suggest that the Germans use as many production points as they can under Case 77.6a,
i. e., 500/0 of the total used, to make APs and
ATPs, with the number of ATPs being kept
at 12-14.
If the optional rule on the building of SS
units is foLlowed (77.6c), the Germans should
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build about 26 10-85 and 16 8-85 for the
French campaign. The 8-8s should be used to
absorb early Ex losses so that the cadres can
be rebuilt into 10-85. Enough MRs should be
built so that one can be used each turn from
1/6/40 to 2110/40. The two 3-8s on the map
can be turned into MRs by shipping them via
emergency sea transport (see Case 7.23). If
the German player thinks he will want to
move into North Africa (I don't recommend
this), he will have to build one or more supply units to become available later in the
summer. I suggest thal20 IRs be saved out of
the original 50 for use during the French
campaign. Nine of the original 47 1-5s on the
map will be used for 2-5s, and 30 can be built
up with IRs, leaving eight to built into 6-5s
through the production cycle, if and when
there is spare capacity . If the players decide
that SS units may be built, I suggest that the
German player build eight or nine 13-8s,
reducing the number of 10-85 and 8-8s built
about equally to obtain the needed production points.
Since many ground units will be needed
in France, I do not recommend building
more than the historical level of U-boars at
this time in the war. The German and Allied
players may even agree to have both an
historical level of V-boat production and an
historical Allied reinforcement rate, thus
eliminating the V-boat die rolls. An
historical U-boat production schedule could
be arrived at by compromising the numbers
of V-boats in production during the various
scenarios with the numbers mathematically
necessary to absorb attrition losses and maintain historical reinforcement rates according
to the V-boat tables. An historical V-boat
productionl Allied reinforcement schedule
will simplify the game somewhat, but some, I
am sure, enjoy the element of chance added
by the V-boat die rolls. In this article I have
presumed approximately historical levels of
V-boat production and ALlied reinforcment
throughou t.
After the French campaign, the German
player should concentrate on building infantry divisions. At least four Rail Repair and
fOUI Mobile Supply units will be necessary
for the Russian campaign. Up to six RR and
seven MS would be useful. One amphibious
unit should be built for use near Leningrad or
Talinin. To be available on the first turn of
the invasion, production of this Amph must
be started by 8/40 at the latest. As mentioned
earlier, one of these RR units will be
transported by sea to Talinin, or possibly
Leningrad, as soon as this is possible (see
Case 6.64 for limitations on sea transport of
RR units). Nine 2-5s and ATPs should again
be available for use in Russia. Twelve of each
would be useful, but most of the production
should go into 6-5s. Enough APs should be
built to maintain air superiority em all fronts.
13-8s, if not on the board already, should be
built to provide additional overrun punch.
All captured Russian rail lines should be
rebuilt as soon as possible. The Russians
should not be allowed to recapture any
unrepaired rail lines, since they are able to
repair these lines at a much faster rate.

After the Russian invasion begins, the
German should begin building IRs and MRs
for the offensive in the East, and armor for
the defense in the West. A yearly cycle may
be established with 1-55 being produced in
the late summer and fall to be converted into
6-5s and armor in the winter. Fortifications
may be built at almost any time.
In the strategic air war, fighti ng the
Allied bombers is a job for German fighters,
not a job for flak points. One flak point costs
as much as a 6-5 and I think the 6-5 is more
valuable. Vnfortunately, even with a flak,
point on every target and the maximum of
fighters, the German will need a lot of good
luck to stop a careful Allied bomber offensive. Only if the Allies try to attack too many
targets will the fighters be able to shoot down
enough bombers to stop or slow the offensive.
After 8/44, .it is obviously pointless to
build U-boats, for they would arrive too late
to fight in the war. Production late in the
game should concentrate on IRs and MRs, so
that uni ts can be kept in the fron t lines on the
defensive for as much of the time as possible .
Production of fortifications should begin
early, perhaps late in 1942, so that strategic
points and Lines will be well defended before
the Allies and Soviets reach them. If there is
any danger of economic collapse, the German should cut U-boat and AP construction,
since these units cannot be used after a
collapse.
Summar~'

By following this aggressive plan, the
German player stands an excellent chance of
winning the game by defeating Russia, as
long as he is able to defeat the Allies in
France in 1940. T he two-pronged German invasion of Russia, through Turkey and the
west, will leave Russia in a much weaker
position than she was historically. If it
becomes clear that the Russians will not be
forced to surrender, however, the Germans
should call off their offensive in order not to
waste units in Russia, and move units to the
West to defend against the eventual Western
Allied countermoves. Only if France does
not surrender before the summer of 1941
should the Germans revert to a limited objecti ves stra tegy.
In the west the Germans will have to defend Italy to fulfill all their victory criteria.
Strong units in and near Messina should be
able to do the job. As a last resort the Germans can retreat to a final line through
France, the Balkans, and Poland to prevent
Allied or Soviet victory and German defeat.
In conclusion, let me note that I hope
this Aggres'sive German plan will result in a
more open, free wheeling and exciting game
than either the historical or the limited obj ectives approach. It res tores to the German
player the possibility of decisive victory,
without forcing him to accept an undue risk
of defeat. The German player should,
perhaps, weigh himself and his opponents
carefully before using this plan, but if he
does not find himself wanting he should try
his luck with it and perhaps he will surprise
himself and everyone else and win the game.

I n Character
{continued/rom page 111

Shadowfax. No character may ride
Shadowfax until the horse has been in the
same hex with Gandalf (who is presumed to
tame him). 1n addition, Shadowfax may not
go through any tunnel hexsides, nor into
Mordor, nor across impassable hexes via
Elven Rope. (Common sense.)
Faramir. Faramir and his cavalry may
withdraw from Ithilien back to Gondor (and
even into Minas Tirith) at any time, even
prior to the mo bilization of Gondor.
Thranduil. T hranduil may move even if
the Elves have not. mobilized, and he may
bring his Magic Card with him.
Magic Cards. If Edoras is captured by
Saruman before any Fellowship Player gets
there, consider the Edoras Magic Cards destroyed. Ditto for Minas Tirith and the Sauron Player. If Saruman (only) captures and
kills a Fellowship Player possessing Magic
Cards, he may keep them .
Retreats and Limited Movement. If
forced to retreat, a force must retreat in the
general direction from whence it came (e.g.,
Eye Orcs to Moidor, Hand Orcs to lsengard,
Gondorians toward their starting hex). In addition, Orcs may move up to half their movement allowance (rounded down) in the direction of origin (Mordor or Isengard) without
expending Shadow Points. (Leave them
alone, and they'll come home, dragging their
captives behind them ... )
Capturing with Nazgul. The Nazgul
may not capture under the existing Rules , but
may search and can usually scare and intimidate the searchees. In the event that a search
with Nazgul yields a "c" result, the Fellowship Player's movement allowance for that
stack is halved in the next movement phase
(rounded up). This simulates the debilitating
effect of Nazgul screeching through the sky.
Plus, without that, it's often a waste to
search with Nazgul.
Searching Mordor,. Any search may include Mordor, regardless of what is printed
on the search card. As the rules stand, if the
Ringbearer gets in unspotted without putting
the Ring on, the only way you can Search for
him is if he passed through a stack of Orcs or
Nazgul.
Gandal[ the White and Saruman. Gandalf the White may cause Saruman to become aD-rated Sorceror merely by being in
the same hex and rolling a five or less. This,
while unlikely, is immensely satisfying.
Implementing these Optional Rules will
make the game a lot more fun for the game
freaks, and will give the Dark P ower Player
and Saruman some chance. I believe that
these rules will make the game "fair" to the
people playing it; it will also make the Fellowship Player's victories the sweete r for being harder-earned. And skill will triumph
more often.
If you have other rules changes, please
feel free to write a letter to me at 2022 Mass.
Ave. #5, Cambridge, MA, 02140. Replies
will be forthcoming.

